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Description

If agent run interval is not the default one, there are always cron messages saying

WARNING: The file /var/rudder/cfengine-community/last_successful_inputs_update is older than 10 mi

nutes, the agent is probably stuck. Purging the CFEngine lock database... Done

 Cause is file containing the frequency is called run-interval since #7927, but all scripts are still looking for run_interval

We need to revert this change (as all agent are looking for file with _, and 4.1 has already been published with agent looking for _)

Subtasks:

Bug # 10635: update makefile to match change in parent ticket Released

Related issues:

Related to Rudder - Architecture #7927: Remove .cf files from initial promises Released 2016-02-16

Associated revisions

Revision ecb4f6f0 - 2017-04-21 10:55 - Nicolas CHARLES

Fixes #10634: When agent run interval is not 5 minutes, lock database is always purged

History

#1 - 2017-04-21 10:54 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Related to Architecture #7927: Remove .cf files from initial promises added

#2 - 2017-04-21 10:54 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Status changed from New to In progress

#3 - 2017-04-21 10:55 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Status changed from In progress to Pending technical review

- Assignee changed from Nicolas CHARLES to Alexis Mousset

- Pull Request set to https://github.com/Normation/rudder-techniques/pull/1133

PR https://github.com/Normation/rudder-techniques/pull/1133

#4 - 2017-04-21 10:57 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Status changed from Pending technical review to Pending release

Applied in changeset rudder-techniques|ecb4f6f075391deaecbe65c49f2e2ed62b4989a6.

#5 - 2017-05-22 15:55 - Vincent MEMBRÉ
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https://issues.rudder.io/issues/7927
https://github.com/Normation/rudder-techniques/pull/1133
https://issues.rudder.io/projects/rudder/repository/rudder-techniques/revisions/ecb4f6f075391deaecbe65c49f2e2ed62b4989a6


- Status changed from Pending release to Released

This bug has been fixed in Rudder 4.0.5 and 4.1.2 which were released today.

4.0.5: Announce Changelog

4.1.2: Announce Changelog

Download: https://www.rudder-project.org/site/get-rudder/downloads/
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